
Library Catalog Metadata Record Clusters For Fiction

1 Pick a Category
The opening search results screen lists categories and
subcategories. The leftmost column contains a list of each of
groups: illustrations, non-English language, amplifications, non-
book, etc. Each top-level category shows the most popular
subgroups for the search; for the “non-English” category, this
might be French, Spanish, and German. Results are arranged in
descending order from most to least popular and the number of
hits is listed beside each item.

2 Drill Down
Clicking on a category or subcategory displays a list of matching
records in the middle column. Each record contains the canonical
author name, book title and date of publication, and holding
library names and call numbers. Ideally, these items would be
ordered by popularity; here they are listed in reverse
chronological order, under the assumption that current books are
more preferable.

At the same time, to improve flow and the reader’s ability to
scan the screen, the non-selected cards in the left panel are
darkened. The contrast change pops out the important card and
illuminates the search pathway. To further accentuate the left to
right direction of information, the new panel smoothly slides out,
as if the person opened a drawer. The picture shows the drawer
mid-slide.

3 Select a Book
When a searcher clicks on a card in the middle column the right
panel displays that book’s complete record. Besides the earlier
fields this may include: other author names, a physical
description, series data, additional publication information, and
subject cross-references.

Each subsequent record clicked causes the panel to
include information about the next work and remove the old
data When this occurs, cards darken and panels slide open just
like before.

The Problem: Locating the Correct Book is
Difficult When There Are Many Records
Libraries can contain hundreds of records for a single work. However, 37% of readers have
difficulty knowing what is in an online catalog and 28% have problems scanning through a
long display. Web-based catalog design has changed very little from its original 1970s
ASCII-oriented roots. Simple tasks are frequently difficult to accomplish.

The Approach: Grouping Records Using Their
Metadata to Create a Smaller Set of Clusters
Most library catalogs only combine identical records. Our approach flows from three
observations.

1.  Clustering books by related attributes dramatically improves the user interface.
2.  Metadata clusters also increase search result quality.
3.  Readers organize fiction with regard to attributes like physical format, content
description, pictorial elements, usage, and language.

The Design: Three-Columned Layout
Our design is a three columned layout. It employs a left-to-right flow with continuing
refinement of scope and richer detail in each column. Action takes place in three steps. See
the  right side of this poster for more details.

The Technique: Illustrative Interfaces
A major design consideration is incorporating elements from physical card catalogs. Many
readers have strong affection for their wood shelves and find computers bewildering.
Preserving the visual identity of the physical catalog is useful. It comforts the reader and
distinguishes this interface from the dozens of generic interfaces he or she sees, allowing
the reader to associate certain states of mind or search strategies with an environment that
is a richer visual mnemonic.

The background texture is wood; records appear as “cards,” manila-colored rectangular
shapes with rounded top corners and a punched hole at the bottom. The text color, shades,
and fonts are derived from real library card ink and typography. This makes the experience
less sterile and more tactile, like the texts people seek.
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